Short stories about 30 years from now:

30 Years ago, the coronavirus also known as “ covid nineteen “became a global pandemic. This virus caused more
than thousands of people to die. Now It is 2050 and the world has changed drastically. Everything from back then is
not the same as it is now.
As you may know 30 years ago the president of the United States was Donald Trump. No one liked him and if they
did they just needed some guidance in their lives. Now so much has changed. A lot can change within 3 decades.
Now our current president of the United state’s is Michelle Obama. She has been president for two terms.She has
made multiple successful changes in the world since she’s been in office. America loves her. She has become the
most loved president in American history.
30 years ago there was a pandemic going on due to the corona virus. Now there hasn’t even been many flue cases.
With our new president it just seems like everything is going right for the U.S. Mostly Everyone is healthy, because
the lack of diseases.There has been more aggressive acting taken to stop pollution and now its better than ever.
When you find someone who cares to run the United States the make a change.!Also climate change became the
next big thing to focus on. Countries out working together to better the United States.
So much can change in 3 decades we are just happy it changed for the better. Always keep Positive thoughts. And
remember you never know what can happen in the future so always be prepared for anything.

Diary style: It was 2020 when the news first broke that the coronavirus was spreading at an
alarming rate. At first, no one cared. We all went about our lives as if it wouldn’t impact us.
Quarantine wasn’t followed and people started protesting to get their jobs back. The year is
now 2050. Everyone is living in regret. Never would I have thought that fallout shelters are
what the norm would become 30 years ago. The air is now contaminated with Covid particles
and stepping outside causes your body to malfunction. The virus mutated in a way that no one
has expected, and it has turned into the deadliest virus in the history of earth. Many people lost
their families because 15 years ago, symptoms of the virus were unrecognizable. What was six
months at first turned into 10 years to find the cure and to this day, there’s still no cure.
Outside, no animals are to be seen and all vegetation is contaminated with covid particles.
Hunger is now common in the fallout shelters but there’s nothing that can be done about it.
We’re growing food as fast as we can. For the foreseeable future, no hope is to be seen.
Everyone is down in the dumps and scientists have given up on finding a cure and deemed it as
an incurable disease. When this pandemic passes, I hope that I’ll be able to see the sun once
again. It's been 15 years since the sun shined down on anyone in since no one can step out of
the shelters
30 Years ago, the coronavirus -covid-19 became a global pandemic. It is 2050 and the world is even worse
....... This virus could've been a lot worse, but it wasn’t the virus that killed us all. 2020 was the year where riots
became an everyday thing. Stores, houses, and streets became inflamed. Trump ordered national guard to kill
them all. He was re-elected president because majority of the population thought what he did was the right
thing, kill the protesters and stop the riots. That’s exactly what he did, riots stopped because there was no one
else to riot. We back tracked in time, where African Americans had to answer to us, the white people. Trump
created a racist America. Its 2050 and were living in the 1800s again. 2020 could've been better. If only they
stopped killing the black people.... The coronavirus could've, should've lasted longer than it did. But there were

no more people going outside after trump killed the protesters. He became a dictator. If you don’t follow him,
you get killed just like the protesters. A hundred years ago racism was alive. forty years ago, it was still alive,
but hidden. Thirty years ago, they started showing their true colors and killing African Americans, and then
blaming them for getting killed. This is the world we live in and if we keep going down this road, it will be worse
than this.
30 Years ago, the coronavirus -covid-19 became a global pandemic. It is 2050 and the world is on the verge of
collapse. We accomplished nothing in 30 years. All those talks of going green, helping the climate, all of that
amounted to nothing. The Coronavirus came quickly from nowhere, nobody in the world expected it. People
were advised to take necessary precautions, but the gullible minority fell into the words of the 45th President,
Donald J. Trump. These people took the pandemic for a joke and forced certain states to reopen the economy.
This reopening did make a small boom in the economy, but at what cost? The health of millions of Americans.
The disease spread much more rapidly and every single hospital in the nation was filled to the brim, with even
more getting infected every single day. With nobody being able to work, this pandemic forced the economy
shut, instead of the controlled shutdowns that were put into place earlier. This brought the US into another
Great Depression, and along with the US, it brought down the world’s economies as well. Since then, the
nations around the world have been putting a massive strain on the Earth’s natural resources to try and crawl
out of the depression. Everybody worried about being rich again, nobody thought to look at the massive
problem that was ongoing in 2020 and has now increased 10-fold now in 2050. Humanity is almost extinct.
Maybe this is all a part of the great filter, according to fermi’s paradox. We doom ourselves before we can
accomplish something greater.
30 Years ago, the coronavirus -covid-19 became a global pandemic. It is 2050 and the world is ....... still
recovering. Hundreds of thousands of people died from the virus. Many countries worked together to flatten the
curve. They ordered their citizens to stay at home and practice social distancing when they had to go outside.
These orders had great results in some countries. Others, however, did not have as much success. Some
countries lifted the quarantine too early, and had new spikes in cases. For instance, the United States, under
the presidency of Donald Trump, lifted the quarantine early. President Trump wanted to get the economy back
on track, so he encouraged states to reopen. People in states protested with guns to reopen their states, and
President Trump praised these strong citizens.
As citizens returned to their daily lives, problems other than the virus began emerging. Racial injustice became
extremely prevalent. Ahmaud Arbery and George Floyd are two black men who died at the hands of white men.
Ahmaud Arbery was chased by two white men and shot to death. George Floyd was suffocated by a white
police officer who kneeled on his neck. This created a new spark in the Black Lives Matter movement, and
people began to hold protests. Some of these protests became violent, and law enforcement began to attack
the crowds with tear gas and rubber bullets. President Trump called these protesters thugs. Because these
protests were massive gatherings, many people that attended them contracted COVID-19. This led to even
more spread of the virus and more deaths. This also caused more outrage over racial inequality. Minorities
were often less wealthy, so they did not have as much access to healthcare as white people. When vaccines
were developed, the wealthy got them first. White, wealthy people were less likely to be infected and they were
more likely to get vaccines and treatment.
In November, Joe Biden was elected president. Trump was not re-elected because he had handled the
pandemic extremely poorly and he did not properly address the racial issues in the country. Bernie Sanders, a
strong candidate, did not win because while he was popular with the younger generation, his views were too
extreme for the older generations. President Biden launched more healthcare and systems that provided aid for
minorities. He also passed policies to slow climate change. Today, the world is still trying to recover from the
impacts of COVID-19. The quarantines had negative effects on the economies on many countries and affected
trade between countries. International relations became strained. The loss of hundreds of thousands of lives
was tragic. Racial tension was still high. The coronavirus pandemic had negative consequences that last to this
day.

30 years ago, the corona virus took over the world covid-19 took over the whole years and this
took 30 long years to open all the people eyes and make sure the environment is cured of
everything. Trump is out of discussion and reform is happening, the world that was going into
fire and all thought was lost of us being extinct from are wrong doings and bettering ourselves.
The world was on lock down strict laws and bettering the lives of us, we started to stay within
are home bounds by staying home and creating food of our own we started to help the
environment and made sure we don’t lose this world with ourselves we all know that we can
survive it but we were in the moment of not believing change when we stayed home and shut
down most of the business that pollute the air we started to see change and open are eyes to
give are kids a future. The girl that was traveling with non-harmful cars and used a boat and
used the wind to guide her to get to places and talk up speak up for change is now grown up
and making a change the people that made fun of her are now witness of greatness of how she
is helping everyone her name is Greta Thunberg she paved a way for kids that were scared of
the future but now since everything is going back into place and the world is getting healthier,
people are happier. Positive is a thing where good and no evil shall be seen because we all want
to live forever and if we can't at least have are child past on our generation then what is the
purpose of living with no planet to live on, we as a person as a community to do better and we
can do it we all just have to do what we need to do to help us and the world we all need help it’s
a team thing and I will not forget equality the world as we know it and the people we see are
the same we are human beings no race shall be higher than anyone else because we are all the
people and we all make the same choices and we work as much as all of the people in the world.
Hopefully it will not take 30 years to better ourselves and really see what is going on the world
and stop being blind and acting like everything is okay we need to do better. We all want the
same thing justice, and seeing evil when its shown, we all want peace, so I just want to say that
we need to work and come together as a team an as a community

30 Years ago, the coronavirus -covid-19 became a global pandemic. It is 2050
and the world is completely fine. The vaccine was found in 2021 and everyone
took it and herd immunity basically made the virus disappear. The recession is
over and president trump did not get re-elected. Protests and riots have
changed the world for different causes but were inspired by the black lives
matter movement. Climate change has been addressed in almost ever
country. Humans also have bases in the moon and Mars. China has become
the biggest economy and has more democratic policies. Hong Kong has
successfully parted from China and now has a national holiday for that day.
The US finally elects a president from the Green Party. Donald Gates has
retired from being a teacher and the school curriculum has finally changed
30 Years ago, the coronavirus -COVID-19 became a global pandemic. It is
2050 and the world has really changed since before the virus. The years
following the virus were difficult, people were still afraid and stayed home but

once the vaccine was made and distributed everything started to get better.
However, no one tried to combat climate change and the ice caps started to
melt rapidly. Causing sea levels to rise a few feet flooding coastal cities
around the world, forcing millions of people to relocate. With the rise in
temperature, most places in the equator have become deserts, millions of
species have gone extinct because of the change of environments around the
world. The climate has become much more destructive and unpredictable
hurricanes are going up to Maine, any place in the Caribbean is decimated by
the category 5 hurricanes that have become normal. And scientists say its too
late to go back to how things used to be. So countries are building canals to
direct the water in case the sea levels rise once more, others are building
walls to stop the ocean from flooding any more cities. But some countries see
Earth as a lost cause and they have started putting much more funding into
their space programs to try and make colonies on the moon, and Mars. But
the only presence on Mars is SpaceX which is the first private company to
send a successful manned mission to Mars and already has a small colony.
But they are refusing to help any country colonize Mars, afraid that they would
try and exploit the resources of Mars like countries have done on Earth.

